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 2006 SCEC Proposal: How Important is Damage Rheology to Stress Transfer in the Mo-
jave Desert?

As originally proposed, we planned to implement damage rheology in the finite-element code 
GAEA, to investigate the effect of damage-controlled rheology on stress transfer in the Mojave 
desert, and to model the long-term evolution of fault systems in crust with a damage-controlled 
rheology.  Our findings about fault system evolution show that elastic strength degradation and 
time-dependent variation in elastic properties is likely insignificant, except within narrow, com-
pliant zones around active faults. Hence, continuing the implementation of damage rheology in 
the FE code was not important for our goals.  The bulk of the progress report centers on (1) mod-
eling deformation of Mojave compliant zones (principally by Elizabeth Hearn) and (2) modeling 
long-term fault system evolution (principally by Yaron Finzi).  Preliminary findings from these 
complementary studies suggest that the answer to the question posed in our title is, “not very!”.

1. Mojave Compliant Zones

Long-lived zones with lower elastic strength than surroundings are associated with active Mo-
jave faults (Fialko et al., 2002; 2004).  Fault zone trapped wave studies indicate that the 1999 
Hector Mine earthquakes caused damage and a reduction in P and S wave velocities along the 
nearby Landers rupture (Vidale and Li, 2003).  This suggests that concentration of coseismic 
strain in this compliant zone causes a reduction in its elastic strength.  Even a small coseismic 
strength degradation should make the compliant zones deform in response to regional stresses. 
The strain should be in the sense which is compatible with the total, rather than coseismic stress.  
Since  Fialko et al. (2002, 2004) show that the sense of coseismic strain of the Mojave compliant 
zones is consistent with the coseismic stress change, and not the background stress, this means 
we can place upper limits on absolute crustal stresses (or on the maximum depth of the compliant 
zones).

Model Development.    I have developed a FE mesh of the Mojave region, in which compliant 
zones around active faults are represented with 2-km-wide elements (i.e., with a 1 km node spac-
ing).  This width is compatible with InSAR observations (Fialko et al., 2002; 2004) but exceeds 
compliant zone widths discerned from trapped wave studies (e.g., Vidale and Li, 2003). One pos-
sible reason for this disparity is the large difference between static and dynamic elastic parame-
ters, particularly for damaged rock (Ide,  1936; Eissa and Kazi, 1988).

A 1D elastic model (based on Jones and Helmburger, 1998) is currently assumed. Values of elas-
tic properties within the compliant zones are constrained by InSAR and seismic trapped wave 
studies at approximately 50% of the values for the surrounding rock. I use values estimated from 
Li and Vidale (2001). Since there is dispute as to the depths of the compliant zones, models with 
5 and 15 km deep zones are investigated (as well as shallower compliant zones in the smaller test 
models described below). 



I have estimated admissible background stress states based on the orientation of the sigma_1 axis 
(Townend and Zoback, 2004) and Anderson fault theory (assuming a suite of friction coeffi-
cients). To model arbitrary stress states in the upper crust, I model sigma_xx, sigma_yy and sig-
ma_xy = 50 MPa by displacing a model boundary. Lithostatic pressure is also modeled, by 
switching on gravitation and allowing solely vertical motions of side boundaries. The top model 
boundary was free, and the bottom fixed, for all models. By scaling and summing the resulting 
displacements, deformation resulting from any stress state may be represented. Shear stresses 
acting on horizontal planes are assumed to be zero, that is, the intermediate principal stress was 
assumed to be vertical at all depths. Models with pre- and post-earthquake values of compliant 
zone properties are differenced to obtain the deformation resulting from coseismic weakening of 
the compliant zones. Models of Hector Mine earthquake coseismic deformation (assuming un-
changing compliant zone properties) were also run, to determine the coseismic deformation 
component. The coseismic slip distribution of Kaverina et al. (2002) is assumed for this model-
ing.

In addition to these models, I have developed a test mesh with very dense nodal spacing (0.1 km 
across the compliant zone), which will provide a way of testing whether the coarser model is 
adequately representing deformation of the compliant zones, and allow rapid tests of how differ-
ent coseismic changes to elastic parameters affect deformation. 

Preliminary Results.   Modeling is still underway, but based on data from Fialko et al. (2002, 
2004), it appears that only very low levels of background stress are permitted at depths where 
compliant zones are present. This is because their sense of coseismic strain is always consistent 
with the coseismic stress change rather than the total background stress. The alternative possibili-
ties are that the compliant zones are extremely shallow or that just the top part weakens coseis-
mically.  A related finding is that the compliant zones do not significantly alter estimates of Hec-
tor Mine earthquake coseismic stresses on nearby faults (relative to a model without compliant 
zones).  For the continuation of this project, Yuri Fialko has agreed to provide me with InSAR 
profiles across Mojave faults, covering short time intervals spanning the Hector Mine and the 
Landers earthquakes. 

2. Long-term fault system evolution.

Yaron Finzi’s current work focuses on the structural complexity of modeled fault zones for a va-
riety of depth-dependent lithosphere rheologies.  To simulate the evolution of strike-slip fault 
systems, Yaron is using a deformation code developed by Vladimir Lyakhovsky (e.g., 
Lyakhovsky et al., 2001).  The lithosphere is represented with a finite-element mesh incorporat-
ing several layers to represent a thin cover of weak (plastic) sediments, the crystalline crust and 
the upper mantle. The total strain in each model element is computed as the sum of elastic, ine-
lastic (brittle failure or plasticity) and viscous (dislocation creep) contributions.  Deformation is 
driven by lithostatic pressure and tectonic loading corresponding to far-field plate motion. The 
numerical simulations employ the Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua (FLAC) algorithm 
(Cundall and Board, 1988) to allow numerically stable modeling of large strains.

Yaron has begun to benchmark the Lyakhovsky code to analytical and finite-element solutions 
(for simple viscoelastic scenarios in which damage evolution is excluded).  He has also begun to 



investigate optimal choices for the code’s novel boundary conditions, in an effort to define pa-
rameter choices equivalent to fixed, infinite, and zero-shear stress boundary conditions in more 
conventional codes.  The objective of this work is to de-mystify the code by demonstrating its 
equivalence to more widely used finite-element codes which cannot model damage evolution and 
seismicity.  Yaron has also used seismic and geodetic observations of compliant zones around 
active faults to constrain admissible ranges for some of the damage model parameters (specifi-
cally, two parameters governing the rate of damage healing, or strength recovery). In the past, 
such parameters have been constrained solely by laboratory data. Finally, Yaron has begun mod-
eling development of strike-slip fault systems and has obtained several reproducible results with 
respect to fault zone complexity and seismicity patterns. In particular, he has found that damage 
around releasing stepovers does not heal and that seism,icity in these areas follows a GR law. If 
independently confirmed, this finding could have ramifications for propagation of ruptures and 
for surface acceleration and velocity estimates.

 Benchmarking and Choosing Appropriate Boundary Conditions. Yaron constructed a model 
setup in which a prescribed system sized seismic event (stress drop = 20 MPa) occurs and the 
postseismic surface velocities are calculated. The results (surface velocities) were compared with 
an analytical solution (Savage & Prescott, 1978) and my (Hearn’s) solution computed using the 
FE code, GAEA. The two FE models were set up to be similar in domain size (300x250x100 
km), fault depth (20 km), stress drop during the imposed earthquake, lithospheric structure, and 
material properties. In both FE models the fault-parallel boundaries are fixed. A variable force 
boundary condition with a low stiffness, which is equivalent to a free boundary condition in the 
FE model, was specified at the fault-normal boundaries. Velocities from the FE and Lyakhovsky-
code models agree in most parts of the modeled region at a variety of time intervals. Some misfit 
near the fault-normal boundaries is probably due to applying the variable force boundary condi-
tion with spring stiffness set slightly too high. Misfit with the analytical solution was significant 
(as expected) near the fixed side boundaries. These results led us to investigate settings for 
boundary conditions which permit the best approximation to the analytical case.

Lyakhovsky et al. (2001) showed that constant velocity and constant stress boundary conditions 
generate very different velocity distributions during the interseismic period, and that that neither 
of these boundary conditions are appropriate for simulations of fault system evolution over many 
large earthquake cycles. To perform such simulations, Lyakhovsky et al. (2001) introduced a 
modified boundary condition in which forces are proportional to a stiffness of virtual springs 
multiplied by the mismatch (slip deficit) between the far field plate motion and displacement of 
the boundary nodes. This boundary condition accounts for stress accumulation and strain rate 
decrease during the interseismic periods, as well as abrupt stress reduction at the model boundary 
during seismic events. A series of models was constructed to compare postseismic deformation in 
 a large domain models to that obtained from a narrower domain bounded with the variable force 
boundary condition. The analysis shows that using very large spring stiffness yields a constant 
velocity boundary, using a very low stiffness yields a free boundary, and that an intermediate 
value may be chosen to approximate results from a larger (or infinite) model domain.  

Constraining damage model parameters. InSAR studies suggest that permanently compliant 
zones around active faults in the Mojave are 1 to 2 kilometers wide, with depths ranging from 3 
km to over 10 km, and are about 50% weaker (in terms of rigidity) than the surrounding rocks. 



Using converted seismic velocity and rigidity reductions from InSAR (and seismic) studies, a 
damage coefficient (a) of 0.5 to 0.8 is indicated in the top few kilometers along these zones (for 
comparison, a = 0 represents undamaged rock and a=1 represents rock that has been cracked to 
the point of being cohesionless). Assuming this damage level represents the lasting (interseismic) 
level of shallow damage it can serve as a constraint for model parameters that govern healing.  
Yaron’s analysis, based on this observation and a battery of test models, significantly narrows the 
range of two damage healing parameters assumed in fault evolution calculations. This is impor-
tant because for the first time, damage model parameters are being constrained with in-situ geo-
physical observations rather than data from laboratory experiments.

Evolution of Fault System Geometry and Seismicity.   Yaron has completed some modeling of 
fault system evolution (and, using results from the activities described above, has been able to 
pare down some of his previous results),  He has found that permanent damage tends to be re-
stricted to narrow zones around faults, rather than in blocks between faults, so time-dependent 
evolution of crustal properties is likely not a factor governing postseismic deformation or longer 
term patterns of strain in complex deforming regions.  These models support the idea that fault 
systems become geometrically simpler over time. One potentially important finding is that dam-
age evolution at fault stepovers makes these regions permanently weaker than their surroundings 
(Figure 1).  Healing does not occur in these regions, and significant damage (and elastic strength 
degradation) extends to depths greater than 7 km. This may help stop earthquake ruptures be-
tween fault segments and preserve geometric complexity, and it may also intensify shaking in the 
stepover regions beyond what would be predicted from standard empirical and theoretical rela-
tionships (e.g. Atkinson and Silva, 2000).

3. How Important is Damage Rheology to Stress Transfer in the Mojave Desert?

Even before Yaron began his effort to narrow ranges of damage healing parameters, his fault 
zone models suggested that high levels of strength degradation (i.e. permanent weak zones) are 
not possible below depths of 5 to 6 km, except at stepovers.  This idea aligns with the finding 
from my Mojave compliant zone FE modeling that background stresses acting on coseismically 
weakening compliant zones must be very low.  If we assume Byerlee friction on Mojave faults, 
the compliant zones cannot be more than 1-2 km deep. For lower friction coefficients (or high 
pore pressures) only slightly deeper compliant zones are allowed. Thus, if we accept the findings 
of Vidale and Li (2003) and Fialko et al. (2002, 2004), compliant zones may not penetrate to 
seismogenic depths, except at stepovers. Their relevance to stress transfer and fault physics 
might be limited. We are still investigating this as part of our SCEC-funded research for 2007.



Figure 1.  Damage-induced reduction in the rigidity modulus along a modeled fault system 
at 0-1 km depth (left) and 7-8 km depth (right). Tick marks on abscissa are spaced at 20 km 
intervals.
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